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THE MEASUREMENT OF THE OPTICAL TRIOKNESS 
OF ATMOSPHERIC OZOHB 

INTRODUCTION 

Stellar and solar spectra first revealed tb.e presence 

.of ozone ln the atmosphere by their abrupt attenuation in 

the u1trav1olet at about 3000 A. Meyer (31, pp.849-859) 

reported laboratory measurements of the absorption co

eff'1c1ents in 1903 which showed very strong absorption by 

the Hartley bands (25, pp.lll-128} in the region 2000 to 

3000 A. Fabry and Buisson reported 1n 1913 the absorption 

coeft1c1ents in the 3000 to 3340 A region (19, pp.782-785). 

They then proceeded to observe 1nten.s1t1e.- in the solal" 

spect:rum in this region as a function of changing zenith 

angle of the SWl. From a series of such observations they 

computed the absorption .spectrum of the atmospheric con

stituent responsible tor the ultraviolet absorption. Since 

this absorption spectrum agreed w1 th that of ozone, they 

reported in 1921 that the absorbing substance was indeed 

ozone (20, pp.l97-226). 

Dobson developed the spectrographic technique employed 

by Fabry and Bu1sson so that a network of six. European 

stations eould be equipped. Solar· spectrograms were made 

during 1925-28 and sent from the stations to Dobson at 

OxfoPd, where they were evaluated in terms of total atm.oa

pb.er1c ozone content (131 pp.660•693; 14, pp.521-541). 



Present accepted correlations of total ozone and synoptic 

meteorological conditions resulted from this work (15, 

PP• 456-486). The annual variations of total ozone showed 

a spring maximum and a fall minimum. The highest day-to

day variations in ozone amounts were observed to be in the 

vicinity of moving cyclones and anticyclones. At any 

station the largest day-to-day variation during a given 

month is about as great as tbe annual variation of monthly 

averages. Relocation of Dobson's six station network 

enabled him to determine the variation of total ozone dur

ing 1929 at various latitudes from 440S to 780N (16, 

pp.411-433). It was found that both the seasonal varia

tions and the average ozone amounts were greater at high 

latitudes than at low latitudes. The average amount over 

the earth is equivalent to a layer 0.25 em thick of pure 

ozone at STP (76 em mercury pressure and o0 c). 

'I'he spectrographic metbod of measurement not lending 

itself to rapid evaluation, Dobson developed a photoelec

tric spectrophotometer in 1931 which could compare the 

intensities of solar radiation at three fixed wave lengths 

(17, pp.324-339). This made possible the determination ot 

total ozone in a matter or minutes in contrast to the time

consuming spectrographic evaluation. 

Using Dobson's spectrophotometer and a scheme devised 

by GOtz involving the relative intensities of light 

scattered by the clear zenith sky ~le the sun is rising 
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or setting the vertical distribution of ozone was deduced 

(24, pp.416-446). Balloon•borne spectrographs have been 

used by E. and v. H. Regener (44, pp.788-793) for direct 

measurement of the amount of ozone above the balloon. 

These investigations agree generally in showing the ozone 

to be broadly distributed with a maximum .1n tb.e vic1n!tJ of 

25 to 30 km. 

The very considerable literature on ozone observa

tions, ph.otochemiatry of osone, and meteorological cor

relations bas been summarized and discussed recently by 

Craig (lD, pp . l-50} and G&tz (24, pp.275•291). The latter 

writer suggests the possibility that "it is desire for 

more simple and less expensive apparatus which is dis

couraging meteorologists from attempting large-scale ex

perimenta0 {24, p.288). 

The present investigation was initiated to develop a 

comparatively simple, inexpensive instrument for the 

determination of total atmospheric ozone suitable for use 

in a meteorological network and to use it 1n correlating 

observed ozone amounts with upper air circulation and 

temperature. It is believed that the instrument developed 

is suitable for this purpose and that production of such 

an instrument, with a few modifications, could be commenoed. 

Observations during 1951-52 at Corvallis, Oregon, show 

seasonal and day-to-day fluctuations in ozone which agree 

in general with th~ correlations found previously 1n 
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Europe and eastern North Am.e:riea. The instrument was 

transported to Albuquerque, New Mexico,· 1n August, 1951, 

where observations were made simultaneously w1 th observa

tions by the .spectro~aph1c instrument of Dr. v. Regener at 

the University of N&w Me~co. Wh&n the latter observations 

have been reduced, ·the comparison \Yill yield a further 

cheek on the reliab111ty or oba-ervations by the instrument 

described herein. The standardization procedures ·reported 

here are independent in themselves, however, and the ob• 

aervat1ons reported in this paper are regarded as correct 

in detail. 
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THEORETICAL BASIS 

The theoretical basis of spectrophometrie measurement 

of ozone has been summarized by Dobson (17, pp.328•333). 

In general, monochromatic solar radiation penet:rating 

the atmosphere diminishes in intensity according to 

di • •Ikdm (1 ) 

where I is the intensity of the radiation, m is tl::le mass ot 

the atmosphere through which the radiation passes, and k is 

the extinction coeft1cient. Extinction in the atmosphere 

may be caused by: 

a. Absorption by gases . 

b. Scattering by dust, independent of th& ave 

length. 

c. Molecular scattering, proportional to the inverse 

fourth power of the wave length. The equation can there

fore be rewritten as 

di/I • - Ads ~ Bdm • Ddm (2) 

where A is the selective gas absorption coeftic1ent 1 s is 

the equivalent path length through a layer of the absorb

ing gas at standard temperature and pressure, B is the 

Rayleigh scattering coefficient, and D is the non-selective 

gas and dust scattering coefficient. Integrating this 

equation for the passage of the radiation from outer space 

through the atmosphere to the surf'ace: 

(3)_{;r;r= ~~s - }~• D)dm 

~ ~ D 
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·- (4)1n IJ-r 
:r. 

: -- Ails (B + D)m],., 
0 0 

lni-lniG : - As ~ (B + D)m (5) 

Converting to common (base 10) logarithms: 

log I • log I 0 "" a a - { '1 + E- )m {6) 

where a • 0 .434SA, ""'/ =0.4343B, and e =0.4343D. 

At some different waye length a similar development 

yields: 

log I' • log I~ - a:' s - ( ---(+-E )m (7) 
' 

The primed symbols are characteristic or the second wave 

length. 

Subtracting Equation (7) from Equation (6): 

log (I/I'): ~og {I0/I~)- ( <l-«' )a- ( 1-"Y)m (8) 

, Here the term € representing non-selective gas and dust 

scattering has vanished. 

In practice, Equation (8) can be used for computing 

the total atmospheric ozone by choosing wave lengths at 

which the .other atmospheric gases do not absorb selec

tively. Then to a very close approxLmation 

s : x secz, and (9} 

m =m0 secZ (10} 

where x is the vertical thickness of the equivalent ozone 

layer, Z is the zenith angle of the sun, and m is the 

mass of a vertical column of the atmosphere of thickness x. 

An instrument which measures the ratio of intensities I/I t 

at the chosen wave lengths is the basic requirement in 

this method. The zenith angle of the sun can be calculated 
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from knowledge of the time and position of the observation 

using the equation (38, p.77; 26, pp.87-88}: 

aosil = sin rf sin f> + cos - eas eS cos h (11) 

where p is the latitude, b is the solar declination, alXl 

h is the hour ang le. Substituting Equat1onB {9) and (10), 

Equation (S) hecomes 

log(I/It) :a 1og(I0/I~)-( a -a')xsecZ-( )'-"'t')moaecZ (12) 

Solving for x: 
I 

log ( Ip/Io }-J.og ( I/I ' ) - ( "'/ - -y )lllgsecZ 
x • ( ot..- CZ') aecz (13) 

,
The product ( "'1- "'I )JDo, which allows for the molecular 

scattering of the atmosphere, must be expected to remain 

almost constant at a given station for these reasons ·: 

1. The coetf1c1enta I and 1' are functions cf the 

fixed wave lengths and number of scattering particles 

(molecules) per unit depth or· atmosphere •. 

2 . The mass mo in a vertical column aeldom v.aries 

more than ± 5% at any station. Tbe most notable e.:teept1on 

occurs in the tteye" of a tropieal cyclone, where the pres

sure may be as much as 15% below 
' 

average, indi-cating 15% 

below average mo. 
3 . The bulk of the atmospher1c ozone is so high 

(10, p.l7) in the atmosphere that negligible radiation can 

be scattered out or or into the direct solar beam by the 

air' before the beam h.as traversed a major fraction of the 

ozone layer. 
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' For these reasons it is possible to replace ( i-1 )mo 

by ( ,13 -J' ), end E~uation (13) becomes 

log(I0 /I6)-log (I/I J-<f -j( }eecZ 
X: (14)

( a-a' )secZ 

Equation (12) is of the form 

Y • Yo ... ' , 
1n which Y = ·log {I/I'), · : log {I0/I~), M : ( a.-d )x +Y0 

( Y- y'>mo and b= sees. This equation is linear in the 

slope-intercept form . Observation confirms (17, p.336 ) 

that on many days Y is a linear function of ~ , presumably 

corresponding to a fixed value of x and hence of 1n each 

such case. Plotting the values obtained duM.ng dif.ferent 

days, corresponding in general to various values of x. and 

hence of' , a collection or st-raight lines will be obtained, 

all having a common intercept Y0 • Thus, Y0 can be deter

mined. The selt'-oona1stent result obtained in this way tor 

Y0 tends to confirm tb.e correctness of the method . 

Values ot (1 and a I are available for the region 3000 

to 3400A from the work of Ny and Cboong (37, pp.309-311). 

Average values of atmospheric scattering jJ ere given 

b y Dobson ( l '1, p.329) from measurement and by Fabry and 

Bu1ss~n (20, p .210) by computation from Rayleigh's formula. 

These are plotted in Figure 1. For wave lengths close 

together such as 3ll0A and 3300A used by Dobson </-;S ) ie 

small, and both curves ot Figure 1 give substantially the 

same value. Ttde scattering term may be considered 
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directly proportional to the station pressure, neglecting 

the small percentage changes in (,11-t9'> introduced by nuclei 

and other contaminants of the atmosphere. 

Dobson selected the wave lengths 3110A and 3300A for 

his photoelectric spectrophotometer comparison on direct 

sunlight. The absorption cooi'!'icients given by Ny and 

Choong are plotted for the regions of these wave lengths 

in Figure 2. The solar spectrum dispersed in a 15 foot 

spectrograph at Mt . Viilaon (33) is shown in Figure 3 . 

In explaining his choice of wave lengths Dobaon (17, p . 334} 

observes that the ave lengths should be f &irly close to 

minimize the value ot ~-/3') and that ( a- d ) should be 

large while 0!' is relatively small. Moreover, all wave 

lengths should be such that I is large enough to measure . 

Observing the bright line in the solar spectrum at 3110A 

and the low ozone absorption coefficient at 3300, Dobson 

chose these wave lengths as a satisfactor~ practical com

promise. 

The elementary theory derived above assumed that such 

a narrow band of wave lengths was passed by the exit slit 

that a constant value of the absorption coefficient could 

be used. If , ho ever, the absorption coefficient varies 

rapidly over the range of wave lengths passed by a slit, 

the en~rgy received at wave lengths of high absorption 

coefficient will decrease more rapidly than the energy 

received at wave lengths of lower absorption coefficient 
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as the path length through the ozone increases. This could 

lead to a non-linear variation of 1og(I/I0 ) versus secant 

z, V/here practicable, regions of the ab,sorption spectrum 

of ozone should be used 1n which there is a minimum var1a..

·t1on of absorption coefficient with wave length in order 

to minimize this effectl. 

Any instrument like Dobson's photoelectric spectro

meter which measures the ratio of intensities of solar 

radiation in t o narrow bands will provide data subject to 

an additional uncertainty of interpretation. Since tbe 

intensity of the incident solar radiation, I 01 varies with 

the wave length, the total received energy over the 

spectral band used will tend to follow the variations in 

the region o£ greatest intensity rather than tbe varia

tions in regions of lower 1ntens1ty. If, therefore, the-re 

1s a peak in the incident solar energy curve within the 

spectral band being measured, the total received energy 

over the band will vary as a result of the ozone absorption 

at the wave length or this peak more than at other wave 

lengths in the band used. Obviously, such a peak should 

be located at tbe center of the band rather than to one 

side in order to coincide with the slit wave length, for 

which a is selected. If this is done, the effect will be 

to reduce the amount ot error contributed by the variation 

lsee appendix. 
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of absorption coet't1c1ent w1 tb waYe length. as discussed 

abo~&. 



INSTRUMENTATION 

Dobson's photoe1eetrie apeetrophot~meter (17J 

pp.324-339) stands today as probably the most versatile 

and accurate instrument far measuring atmospheric ozone 

from a surface station. It requires only a few minutes to 

make an observation and to evaluate the data. This instru

ment permits comparisons of intensities of solar radiation 

at 3110A,. 3300~ and 4450A. Comparison of intensities at 

the two shorter wave lengths gives I/I' for Equation (14) 

above. Comparison of intensities at the two longer wave 

lengths gives data for computation of the value of the 

scattering coefficient ;1 on the assumption that it varies 

inversely with the fourth power of the wave length. Care

ful design has eliminated trouble from stray light in the 

optical system and has produced an instrument so sensitive 

that reliable measurements of total ozone can be made 

using direct sunlight when the $\ln is very low in the 

sky or using light from the blue or cloudy zenith sky. 

Its high sensitivity permits measuranents on the scattered . 

zenith sky light while the sun is rising or setting which 

are used in computing the vertical distribution of tbe 

ozone. The most noteworthy feature of superiority in 

this instrument over a spectrographic method is the speed 

with which observational data may be taken end evaluated. 

The spect~ographic method employed by Regener 
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{44, pp.788-793) and earlier by Dobson (13, pp.690-693) 

requires that photographic solar spectrograms be obtained 

in the ultraviolet and that densitometer measurements be 

made on the plates to determine the intensity of the solar 

radiation at various wave lengths in the solar ultraviolet. 

The method, 1lh ile accurate eoough, requires considerable 

time for evaluation. Nevertheless, it has been used w1 th 

outstanding success in locating the ozone layer by sound

ing balloon methods (45, pp.642•670). 

If the energy received in broad spectral bands , such 

as that transmitted by various filters, is measured, it is 

possible by a computation using filter transmission 

factors, ozone absorption coefficients, and the solar 

energy curve to determine the total ozone (50, pp.331-338). 

Tbis method is limited by the availability of suitable 

filters which will isolate the desired spectral bands . 

In practice it has been necessary to use filters having 

high transmission down to certain wave lengths in combina

tion with phototubes sensitive only to radiation below 

about 3400A, thus measuring the energy transmitted by 

bands of various widths each ending at the 3400A upper 

wave length, the phototube threshold. Available photo

tubes having a threshold near 3400A have particularly low 

sensitiVity, necessitating the use of sensitive current 

amplifiers and special precautions against leakage currents 

(51, pp.259-265) .. It has been found desirable to restrict 
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the taking of data to conditions of high sun {546 p.209), 

apparently to avoid instrumental errors which appear when 

the ultraviolet intensity drops to low values with increas

ing zenith angle. 

Considering the methods that have already been used 

for the measurement of atmospheric ozone, the known facts 

concerning extinction of incident solar radiation by 

atmospheric constituents, and the requ1rements of a network 

instrument desi ed to measure meteorologically significant 

changes in atmospheric ozone, the folloWing design criteria 

were adopted. 

1. Tb.e total ozone should be measured w1 th .rO.Ol 

em STP and preferably within ± 0.005 em &rP. Dobson, 

Harrison, and Lawrence (15, p.469} repor~~d average 

deviations from the monthly mean or ~0.05 em following 

cyclones and -0.03 em following anticyclones. The horizon

tal gradients appeared to be quite steep. It seems 

desirable, therefore, for a network instrument to give 

total osone amounts accurate to 0.01 em at STP~ 

2. If. a comparison is made of intensities at two 

wave lengths sufficiently close, variations in the mole

cular scattering coefficient ~ may be neglected, the 

values for the wave lengths used by Dobson being considered 

· · known from his work (17, p-.329} • The number or Rayleigh

scattering particles in the atmosphere above a given middle 

latitude station ia constant with t5%, since the number of 
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particles of foreign matter 1n the atmosphere is negligible 

compared to tb.e number of air molecules. It is assumed 

that dust particles are so large that extinction from this 

cause is non-selective. 

3. Initially the techniques available should be used 

to accomplish the comparison of solar intensities in bands 

about 10 A wide centered at 3110A and 330.0A as used in 

Dobson's photoelect~ic spectrophotometer. Experience with 

this problem would .prov1de the basis for consideration of 

possible other band \rl.dths and central wave lengths. 

4. The . instrument to be de.velopGd would not be .in 

competition with Dobson's instrument or Regener's spectro

graphic method but would rather be a secondary system ' 

subject to calibration by comparison with these others. 

5. Standard componenta should be used whenever other 

considerations do not dictate otherwise. In this way the 

instrument developed would incorpOrate an important design 

factor of a production model. 
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A FIELD TYPE OZONE SPECTROPHOTOMETER 

The instrument that was eventually developed in this 

investigation is a spectrophotometer with which the ratio 

I/I' 1n Equation (14) can be determined using direct solar 

radiation. A detailed description follows. 

Direct sunlight in the band 2200A to 4200A passed by 

the Corning 9863 Red Purple Corex A glass filter covering 

the entrance slit is dispersed by a Wadsworth-Littrow 

system and focused on two exit slits set to receive bands 

centered at 3110A and 3300A. Radiation passing through 

the exit slits falls on two vacuum phototubes. The weak 

currents in these tubes are measured by having them charge 

two small condensers and then comparing the voltages 

appearing across the condensers. Saturation anode volt.age 

is applied to the phototubes, so the current in each 

phototube is directly proportional to the intensity ot 

radiation on it. The voltages to which the condensers 

are charged will then be given by 

v = Q,/c (M) 

where V is the potential difference across the condenser, 

Q is the charge, and C is the capacitance. The condenser 

potentials aro determined by a slide-back vacuum tube 

voltmeter of high input impedance {47, pp . Gl0-614) which 

does not affect the charge measured. The entire instru

ment is buiit on a sot inch length of 4 1neh aluminum 
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I•beam. The weigb.t is 35 pounds, including the batteries 

which are contained under the cover ot the electronic 

unit. General structural details are shown in Figures 4 

and 5. The instrument 1s shown in a vertical observing 

position in Figure 6. Depending on the site, a tripod or 

bracket mount should normally be used. 

The optical system~" which is mounted on one side of 

the .I•beam web, is. shown in Figure 7. The glass filter 

No. 9663 mentioned above, covering the entrance slit, was 

supplied by the Corning Glaas orka, ground and polished 

to a thickness of about 3 mm. The spectral transmission 

quoted by the manufacturer tor this f'ilter 1n the visible 

and ultraviolet regions is shown as curve 7-54 in Figure 8 

(9, p.l2). This filter diminishes the total unwanted 

radiation entering the instrument and hence reduces stray 

reflections inside the instrument. Both the lena and the 

priam are made or fused quartz. An aluminized first sur

face mirror was mounted with binge adjustment provided to 

control the wave length at the exit slits. The fused 

quartz priam, supplied by the General E1ectric Company, 

was permanently mounted f'or minimum deviation of radiation 

at 3ll0A. Tbe table on wnich the prism was mounted has 

the necessary freedom or adjustment provided by tbree pairs 

of foot and bold-down screws. The priam ia lt inch high, 

and the faces are ll inches wide. Prel1m1nary experiments 

revealed a bothersome "ghost" spectrum caused apparently 
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Figure 6 
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by a reflection from the base of the prism. This was 

eliminated by painting that surface w1 th a mixture of 

colloidal graph1te and Canada ba.lsam to absorb any radia

tion striking this surface. The fused quartz plano•convex 

lens of focal length 110 em at 3ll0A was mounted with its 

flat surface toward the entrance slit and tilted so that 

direct reflections were returned toward the entrance rather 

than to ard the exit slits. Masks were arranged between 

the entrance slit and the lsns so that all radiation pass

ing into the prism can emerge from the prism without inter

nal reflections and be received by the prism again after 

reflection by the mirror. The exit and entrance alits 

were made by spot-welding steel sat'ety razor blades to 

short razor bl.:ade cross bars at both ends so as to form 

openings 0.62 mm wide and 2.3 em high. This spacing was 

obtained by temporarily holding a piece of flat metal of 

the appropriate dimensions between the blades during the 

welding. All edges of the alit openings were razor blade 

edges. These slit assemblies were mounted in correct 

posit1ons w1 tb. macbine screws and lock washers. The 

correct position of tb.e entrance slit was found with rea

peet to the me.sk1ng system .and entrance hole, over which 

the filter ws.s mounted. With light f'rom a mercury arc 

shining through the entrance slit the spectrum was photo

graphed to determ1ne the dispersion in the 3ll0•3300A 

region. Then the exit ali ts were mounted in tentative 
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positions and the mirror was adjusted to pass a band cen

tered at 3ll0A by reference to the 3132A mercury line. 

The wave length passed by the second exit slit was then 

checked by reference to the 3342A mercury line. In these 

adjustments the initial settings were made by visual obser

vation using a n uorescent-painted coordinate paper to show 

the mercury spectrum lines and rear illumination to locate 

the slit . This was followed in each case by a photographic 

check and readjustment of the slits or hinged mirror as 

needed. The mirror is locked in place by machine screws 

locking a right angle bracket on the mirror backing plate 

to the assembly base . Inspections over a period of nine 

months have revealed no changes from the original settings . 

The exit slits pass bands 7 . 3A and lO.OA wide centered, 

respectively, at 3110A and 3300A with an estimated 

accuracy of :t 3A . 

The surfaces enclosing the optical system were covered 

with black velveteen cloth seoured 1n place with rubber 

tire patching cement. All metal parts of the mountings for 

the lens~ prism1 m1rror 1 and slits were painted a dull 

black with "Rust-Oleum" paint . 

Electronic System 

With the covers in place sunlight can be directed 

into the optical system and the selected banda of radia

tion received through the exit slits by two vacuum type 
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I 

phototubes mounted behind the slits. Tb.is being an instru

ment of low aperture, the power passed through each exit 

slit is low. Hence the pbototube currents are weak, and 

special techniques were adopted to compare these eak 

currents. 

A literature search having tailed to re eal an exist

ing system suitable for making this measurEment conven

1entl7, a system was devised in which each or the weak 

phototube currents was caused to charge a condenser and 

the voltages to which these condensers were charged were 

then compared. In the hands of a relatively untrained 

observer this frocess can be performed easily because the 

controls have been arranged with convenience and se uence 

of operations as a prime consideration. In actual practice 

i t is unnecessary far the observer to understand intimately 

the functioning of the circuit. It is only necessary for 

him to make certain adjustments of the controls in a 

definite sequence of switching operations. Assuming that 

direct sunlight is directed into the entrance slit by turn

ing the instrument and adjusting the external mirror, the 

operations in a typical observation are as followsa Power 

switch Sl-7 is turned to the "on" position, and a waiting 

interval of two minutes is timed by clock or watch . Then 

the selector s itch is turned to position 4 and returned 

to position 3. With dial J set at maximum reading, control 

H at the right (clockwise) extremity, and switch K in the 
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extrema clockwise position. control G is now turned grad

ually counter-clockwise until the milliammeter needle 

abruptly drops to lower indication. The selector switch 

is now turned to position l momentarily and then to 

position 2. where it is held for approximately 10 seconds 

before turning it to position 3. The mi!Uammeter will 

indicate a high value f or this switch position. and control 

H is no turned gradually eounter-eloek\rl.ae until the meter 

indication abruptly falls. Then the dial is turned to 

zero. and after the selector switch is set on position 4~ 

with the meter again indicating a high value, the dial is 

turned adually to higher readings until the meter indica

tion abruptly falls. The final d.1 1 reading is now 

recorded. Data for an observation consist of the following 

items : 

1. Time observation started and duration. 

2. Dial reading used in switch position 3. 

3. Dial reading for triggering in s itcb. position 4. 

A description of the electronic circuit and the functions 

performed by the foregoing operations is given belo • 

Type 935 vacuum phototubes were carefully cleaned 

with alcohol and finally cleaned by passing the envelope 

through a Bunsen burner flame to drive off moisture and 

dust thus reducing electrical leakage over the glass sur

face . These tubes were mounted in ordinary sockets so 

that the pbototube cathodes were in positions to receive 

http:eounter-eloek\rl.ae
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the radiation. For additional precautions against leakage 

over the phototube envelopes bet n~on the cathode leads in 

the base end the anode cap conn~ction, guard rings of 

colloidal groaphi te were painted over f1ne soft wire 

.v1ra.ppod around the envelopes next to the bases. The guard 

ring wires were connected to the I-baam thro gh the SGcket 

moWlting screws. Hence tb.e maximum potential difference 

across the envelope of either phototube is that of the 

corresponding condenser. 

A light shisld was mounted bet een the two phototubea 

to prevent stray light reaching either tube after passing 

the exit slits. The manufacturer's spectral sensitivity · 

curve for Type 935 phototube appears as curve S-5 in 

Figure 9 (59, p . 467) . 

The wiring diagram is shown in Figura 10. The 

selector switch makes possible various circuit connections 

of the mica collecting condensers. This switch was con

structed from an ordinary multi-position rotary a itch by 

replacing the solid insulation by polystyrene coated with 

ceresin wax. 

With the ga ed power switch Sl•7 closed the selector 

switch 1s turned to position 4 to discharge the 0 . 02 / f 

condenser end 1s then turned to position 3 to eonnect 1t 

to the input of the ttelectrometer connected" Type 954 

acorn pentode tube as described by U1elsen (35, pp . lB-31) . 

The Type 954 tube is operated at low electrode 
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potentials and is connected so that the grid nearest the 

plate is used as the control grid. In this way the usual 

grid current of approzimately lo-9 ampere caused by posi

tive ions in the tube is reduced to approximately lo-14 

ampere. en the uncharged condenser is connected to the 

id of the Type 954 tube as indicated above and the tap 

on resistor H is at the right-hand end 6 the tap on resistor 

G can be adjusted so that the negative grid bias is reduced 

to a value at which enough plate current flows in the Type 

954 to raise the potential applied to the Type 3A4 grid to 

the value at which the increased 3A4 plate current triggers 

the Type 3A5 Eccles-Jordan trigger pair (55, pp . 601-606). 

This triggering action results in an abrupt drop in the 

plate current in the right-hand triode and a corresponding 

abrupt rise in the plate current in the left-hand triode 

and is indicated by sudden decrease in the deflection of 

the plate mi111an.meter. If the grid bias supplied by the 

tap on resistor G is increased while the uncharged 

O .O~ f condenser remains connected in selector switch 

position 31 the Type 954 plate current will decrease and 

produce a corresponding decrease in the Type 3A4 plate 

current with a consequent shift of conduction in the Type 

3A5 trigger pair . The tap on resistor G is adjusted to 

the point at hich the milllam:neter reading suddenly drops . 

When the selector switch is turned to position 1, 

both condensers are short-o1rcu1ted. With the selector 



switch in position 2 the pbototube currents charge the 

condensers. In selector switch position 3 the 0.0~ f 

mica condenser charged by current in the Type 935 phototube 

exposed to radiation at 3300A is connected to the grid of 

the Type 954 tube with the negative side of the condenser 

connected to the grid. If the taps on resistors H and J 

are at the extreme right (turned clockwise), the plate 

current in the Type 954 will now be less than the critical 

value required to trigger the Type 3A5, and a high value 

will be indicated by the milljam:neter. If the tap on 

resistor J be shifted to the extreme left•band end (turned 

counter-clockwise), the tap on resistor H ean be adjusted 

to supply a positive potential which will just balance the 

potential of the condenser and hence produce triggering ot 

the Type 3AS tube as occurred when the condenser was un

charged and resistors H and J suppl~ed no potential. 

Leaving the tap on resistor H in place but shifting the 

tap on resistor J to the right-hand end (turned clockwise), 

the selector switch is now turned to position 4 to connect 

the 0 . 002/ f mica condenser to the Type 954 grid. The 

tap on resistor J is now shifted gradually toward the left 

(counter-clockwise) until triggering again occurs. Since 

the 0.002/ t condenser was charged by the current in the 

phototube exposed to radiation at 3llOA, the position of 

the tap on resistor J is now a function of the ratio ot 

the currents 1n the two phototubes during the charging 
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interval. 

The mica condensers are of unequal capacitance 

because it was known that the intensity at 3300A ould be 

of the order of ten times the intensity at 3110A and that 

the currents ould be in a similar ratio . Calibration of 

the condensers 1s unnecessary, for the ratio of the actual 

capacitances merely contributes to tbe "instrument con

st a~t" . In practice a vernier dial is used to control the 

tap on resistor J, which is a linear wire-wound resistor . 

Linearity is not r~quired 1n either resistor H or resistor 

G. The maximum condenser potential for whieh t ho e1reu1 t 

is designed is 15 volts. Higher voltages are precluded by 

the requirement that the phototubes be operated at anode 

voltages suf'f!cient to produce voltage saturation . For 

the Type 935 tube at the low illumination used in this case 

the effective anode potential should not be less than 15 

volta . Since the effective potential appearing across the 

phototube is the supply potential minus the oteot1al to 

which the series condenser is charged, the condensers 

should not be charged beyond 30 volts . It was decided not 

to permit charging beyond about 12 volts so that there 

\'Vould be abundant assurance that the phototube was always 

operated in the flat portion of the current versus poten

tial curve (41), Figure 11 . 

When it is found that the 0 . 002/ f condenae:r is 

charged to a potential higher than that of the 0 . 02/ t 
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condenser, the tap on resistor J controlled by the vernier 

dial is set at some arbitrary intermediate position before 

adjusting the tap on resistor H for balance w1 th the 

0 .02/ r condenser. Then a higher dial read1ng for the 

0.002/ f condenser can be obtained. 
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STANDARDIZATION 

Three kinds of standardization are suggested. The 

first is to graph a series of solar observations by the 

field type instrument during a period of constant total 

ozone, wnich is the condition whenever the graph of log 

I/I' versus sec Z throughout a day is a straight line 

(17, p.329). The second is a direct comparison of the 

intensity ratios indicated by the field type instrument 

with the ratios found by using a calibrated monochromator, 

both being exposed to the same source of light. The third 

is a comparison of the total ozone computed from observa

tion using the field type instrument w1 th the ozone amount 

computed from a simultaneous observation usin some already 

standardized instrument such as that of Dobson or Regener. 

I. Series 2! Observations 

Dial readings obtained during an observation are 

assumed proportional to the current which flowed while the 

condensers were being charged. Now R is the ,dial reading 

obtained .. en the switch was in position 3 and is therefore 

proportional to I: 

R :hi (15) 

where h is an instrument constant for 3300A representing 

the effects of the sensitivity of the photoelectric tube, 

the actual band width received at 3300A, the · transm1ss1on 

of the filter and quartz optics, and the reflection factor 



for the a.lwninized mirrors . Also R' ~ the dial reading 

obtained when the switch as in position 4, is proportional 

to I': 

R' : h'I' (16) 

9here h' 1s the instrument constant for 3llOA. Substitu

t1on of Equations (15) and (16) in Equation (12) above and 

replacement of ("'f- 1'')lllo by ~-p'> s in E uat1on (14) 

above yields: 

log(R/R') = log(R0 /R6) • ( CX- a 
I 

)xaec!§ - <(3-/!> I )seeS (17) 
I . 

log{R/R') • log(R0 /R& >-LfO!-a )x +- Y3/>'Jlaeos (18) 

During any period of constant total ozone x0 and atmos

pheric pressure this equation becomes 

log(R/R'} • log(R0 /R6) -[ra-tt 
I 

)Xo -+ <(!>-fo 
I 

J7sec (19 ) 

where the term 1n brackets on the right is a constant . If 

observations are no continued from early morni to l.:;.te 

afternoon, corresponding values of R/R 1 and secant S can 

be obtained. When these points are plotted on a graph of 

log (R/R') versus secantS, they should lie on a straight 

line because Equation (19) above 1 linear. trapolating 

the curve to the axis ot• ordinates yields the value of 

log(I0/I6), as shown by Dobson (17, p . 329} . 

Folr the present instrument this procedure has been 

followed to obtain the data of Table 1 lotted in Fi re 

12 . The values or log R0 /R6 at which the curves inte:rsect 

the axis of the ordinates , given in Table 1, were computed 

by the method of least squares . It as not feasible to 
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Table l 

OBSERVATIONS AT CORVALLIS, OREGON 

Date Time ecZ Dial Readings 
PST R 

R' R/R' R0 /ft6 

Sept. 11, 1951 1021:25 
1337:20 
1549:47 
1647:00 

Sept. 17, 1951 0852:00 
1109:48 
1219:34 
1420:15 
1640:00 

ar. 22, 1952 0846:43 
0938:13 
1051:42 
1210:54 
1434:34 

1.455 
1.39'7 
2.183 
3.255 

2.010 
1.391 
1.351 
1.605 
3.400 

2.290 
1.810 
1.493 
1.384 
1.666 

67.9 
74.4 
40.9 
48.1 

42.4 
'71.6 
69.6 
62.2 
39.5 

59.3 
'77.6 
75.9 
63 .0 
78.6 

30.0 
30 ..0 
30.0 
87.3 

30.0 
30.0 
30.0 
30.0 
87.3 

87.3 
70.0 
50.0 
50.0 
60.0 

2.26 
2.48 
1.36 
0.55 0.866 

1.41 
2.39 
2 ..32 
2.07 
0.453 0.867 

0.679 
1.109 
1.518 
1.660 
1.310 0.832 
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obtain a large number of such series of observations ex

tanding from early morning to late afternoon. However , 

after a large body of such data have been secured during 

the summer months when ozone variations are ordinarily 

less rapid and cover a narrower ransa, it will be possible 

to analyze them to find a n:ore reliable value for 

log R0 /R6. The uncertainty in the value of log R0 /R6 is 

of' th order of' :r 2%. The maximum errors 1n the computed 

ozone ounts because of ~his will occur under conditions 

of lowest ozone amounts and highest sun, the errors being 

of the order of .r 3% in the absolute values. Amount of 

changes will be affected lus than 1% . 

The ave.rage value of log R0 /R6 from these data is 

0 . 854, and the value of R0 /RJ 1 then, is ?.14. If it is 

assumed that the phototube sensitivity and the absorption 

by the optical system in th1s spectral region are approxi

mately constant, then only the widths of the bands passed 

by the slits, the capacitances of the condensers, and 

the actual extra-terrestrial solar intensities at these 

~ave lengtb.a will be important 1n determining R/R0 • In 

order to determine the widths of the bands passed by tb.e 

slits the line spectrum of a mercury arc source was 

photographed in the vicinity of the ex1 t slits by holding 

film against the exit slits on the side toward tb.e lens .• 

Light shining tbrough the slits from the direction of the 

phototubea exposed the film to show the location of the 



slits 1n the spectrum. The results are given in Table 21 

and plotted in the .graph of Figure 13. The slope changes 

so that the a11t o.62mm wide at 3110A passes a band 7.7 A 

wide, while the slit 0 ..62mm wide at 3300A passes a band 

10.0 A wide. Therefore, the current in the photot.ube ex

posed to 3ll0A radiation would be 0.77 that in the photo

tube exposed to 3300A radiation if tbe spectral intensity 

for 'a 1 A band-width were the same at both wave lengths. 

The measured capac!tanoe or the condenser charged by the 

tube exposed to 3ll0A radiation is 0.106 tb.e capacitance 

or the condenser charged by the tube exposed to 3300A rad

iation, so the potential of the first condenser should be 

9.45 times that of the aecond if both were charged by the 

same current over ttle same t1me interval. The extra

terrestrial solar radiation intensity at 3110A rec$ntly 

reported by Stair (53, p.355) 1a approximately 0.9 that at 

3300A according to a curve of extra-terrestrial radiation 

baaed upon a aeries of Farrand spectrophotometer curves 

obtained at various a1 t1 tudes ot the sun at Washington, 

D. c. The ratio of indicated voltages tor solar radiation 

not absorbed by ozone, R0 /ftl,, would therefore be 

Ro/R~ • 0 . 77 X 9.45 .X 0 .• 9 

• 6.5 

This agre-es w1 th the experimental value well within toler

ances of tbe absolute values or the various circuit com

ponents, the uncertainties of transmission by tbe optical 
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Table 2 

REA.DIUGS OF PHOTOGRAPHED :MERCURY SPECTRUM 
IN THE VICINITY OF THE EXIT SLITS 

wave 1ength Distance 
sngstro1118 centimet-ers 

3024 1 . 00 

Center o£ all t #1 1 . 76 

3132 1 . 95 

Center of slit #2 3.18 

3342 3 . 45 

3663 5.15 
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1' r 

system_, and the accuracy of the extra.-terrestrtal radiation 

curve. 

II. Comparison v4 th .! Monochromator 

The first expeztiraental instrument constructed was a 

simple single exit s1it monochromator us1ns essentially tne 

same optical system as in tb.e field type instrument but 

with mirror adjustment which would permit selection of the 

central wave length of the band passed by t-he exlt · slit to 

the phototube. A piece· or 6 1neh channel iron was used as 

the base on which components w·ere mounted. This instrument 

d th covers removed is shown in Figure 14. The mirror 

angle is controlled by a micrometer screw. A callbration 

curve of micrometer settings versus wave length at tbe exit 

sll t is shown in Figure 15. Tb.is cal.ibration was obtained 

by photographing the speetrum o£ a mercury arc source in 

the vicinity of t he elti t slit for various arbitrary set

tings o~ the micrometer. The exit alit location was 

recorded by shining light from a. penlight onto the film 

through the exit slit. The dispersion curve for each 

setting was then drawn from measurements made on the 

developed film. The ex:1 t sl1 t wave l.engths for various 

micrometer settings were taken from these curves and 

plotted as shown in Figure 15. From the slope of each 

curve at the slit position the band width passed by the 

0.62mm wide slit was calculated. The resulting data are 

shown in the graphs of Figures 16 and 17 and in Table 3. 
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Table 3 

ONOCHRO TOR CALIBRATION 

Distance 1n the spectrum in the plane of the exit slit is 
given in m.1111meters Yd. th the slit located at 50.0mm. 

rror wave length, Angstroms 
Setting 

5790 4358 40'78!!!! ~ ~ 

16.75 55.0 60.0 69.3 83 .5 
17.00 45.0 49.6 5vc.O 72.5 83.0 
17.25 35.1 39.8 48.1 62.4 72.2 
17.50 25.5 30 .0 39.0 52.4 61 ..4 
17.75 15.6 20.0 29.1 42.4 51.0 
18.00 6,.6 10.8 20.0 33.0 41.6 
18.25 1.1 10.0 23.0 31.7 
18.50 21.9 
18.70 5.0 14.7 
18.75 12.6 
18.80 2.0 10.8 

Mirror ave length, Angstroms 
setting 

mm 3906 3771 3663 3342 3132 

17.25 78.3 
17.50 69 .1 . 73.2 80 .o 
17.75 58.0 63.0 69.6 
18.00 48.2 53-.2 59.7 78.7 
18.25 . 38.1 43.0 49.3 68.1 
18.50 28.5 33.4 40.0 58.4 75.0 
18.70 21.0 25.8 32.0 50.0 66.4 
18.75 19..3 23.9 30.0 48.4 65.0 
18 .80 17.0 22.0 28 ..0 46 .. 2 62.4 
18.90 13.0 18.0 23.8 42.4 58.'7 
19.00 9.7 14.4 20.8 38.5 54.9 
19.10 5.5 10.4 15.5 34.5 51.4 
19.20 2.0 6.8 13.0 31.0 47 .o 
19.25 U.6 29.4 45.6 
19.30 3.3 9.4 27.3 43.5 
19.50 19.7 35.8 
19.75 10.4 26.0 
20 .25 7.2 
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Table 3 (Continued) 

Mirror 
Setting 

fl:im- 3024-
Wave 

2967-
length, Angstroms 

2894 2804- 2753 

18.50 85.0 
18.70 76 . 8 82 . 3 
18 .75 75.0 80 . 6 
18 . 80 72 . 3 78 . 0 86 .3 
18 . 90 68 . 6 74 .0 82 . 5 
19.00 64.8 70.6 78.8 
19.10 60.5 66 . 0 74 . 3 85 . 6 
19.20 57.0 62.3 70.5 "81.5 
19.25 55 .2 60 .9 69.0 ao .o 86 .4 
19.30 53.0 58 . 5 67.0 77.5 
19 . 50 45.2 50 .6 58.8 70.0 76.2 
19 .. 75 35 . 4 41.0 48.5 60.0 66 .5 
20.25 16. 4 21 . 6 29 .5 40 . 0 46 ..3 
21.00 2 . 5 12. 6 18.7 
21.25 4.3 10.3 

Mirror 
Setting 

mm 2700-
\rave length, Angstro~s 

2654 2576 2537- - 2482-
19 . 50 84 .2 
19.75 74 ..3 81 .2 
20 . 25 54. 0 61.0 73 ..8 82 .0 
21 .. 00 26 . 1 32.5 45.0 54.0 63 .5 
21.25 17 . 8 24.0 36.3 44 . 0 54 .• 0 
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This monochromator was equipped w1 th a Type 935 

phototube in a housing which could be swung into place 

behind the exit slit or be swung aside to permit the emel'

gent beam to be directed to another receiver. The vane 

radiometer constructed by Re1d(48 1 pp.l4-20) was mounted so 

that one vane received the emergent beam focused on it by 

a fused quartz lens of 20 em focal length when the photo

tube was swung aside. Since the radiometer yielded de

flections directly pr~portional to the incident intensity, 

comparison of the phototube currents with the radiometer 

deflections yielded relative sensitivity data for the 

phototube. 

The light aot~ce for both the wave length calibretion 

and the phototube sensitivity curve was a mercury arc 

lamp constructed by removing the envelope from a General 

Electric RS sun lamp., replae:tng the ballast filament by 

two 150 att heater resistors in parallel and providing a 

manual starting switch . The light provided by the quartz 

mercury arc tube has a line spectrum. Details of this 

light source are shown in Pigures 18 and 19. 

Pbototube currents were measured by charging a 

0 . 05 / f mica condenser w1 th the current and then measur

ing the potential by using the same electrometer circuit 

as employed in the field type instrument described above. 

As an experiment in convenience of operation during these 

observations , however, a direct indicating vacuum tube 
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voltmeter was used to measure the matctung voltage con

nected in series with the eondenser 1n the electrometer 

circuit. Tb.e two anti-capacity switches controlling the 

condenser connections were rebuilt using polystyrene for 

insulation so as to reduce leakage during measurements. 

The switching circuit connected to the input of the elec

trometer circuit is show in Figure 20. The arrangement 

of equipment with light shields end covers removed is 

shown 1n Figure 2l.. 

In order to check the linearity of response of the 

radiometer a micrometer caliper was mounted so that as the 

screw was advanced the movable jaw would cover progres

sively more or the entrance slit. The entrance slit being 

approximately 0 .62mm wide and 22mm high, the caliper was 

mounted so that the screw traveled along the vertical 

axis. Since all regions o.f the entrance sll t might not 

contribute equally to radiation in the emergent beam 

because of parallax, aberrations, and non-uniform illum

ination, the radiometer deflections were compared w1 th 

phototube condenser potentials obtained during 60 second 

charging periods. The vacuum type phototube is known to 

'be a linear device for the currents and illuminations in

volved (59, pp.ll2•113). Results shown in Table 4 and 

Figure 22 appear to verify l1near1ty of t be ~adiometer 

response 1n the arrangement used within experimental ac

curacy of this method. It was necessary to correct the 
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Table 4 

LI mRITY OF VANE RADIO?ml'ER 

Wave l ength.- 5461A . Mercury lamp current, 1 . 9 amp. 
Condenser eh.a.l?ging period, 60 sec .. 
50/. 

M:icrometer 
Setting 

mm-

'1 . 04 

8 . 04 

9 . 04 

10. 04 

11 . 04 

1 2 . 04 

13 •. 04 

14 .04 

15 . 04 

16 . 04 

17.• 04 

18 . 04 

Radiometer 
Reading Zero Deflec

tion 
mm-

85. 3 83 . 3 o.o 
8 2.9 83 . 2 o.3 
80 . 9 83 . 1 2 . 2 

77 . 4 83 .1 5 . 7 

72 . 8 83 . 0 10 . 2 

67 . 5 82 . 9 14. 5 

61 . 6 82 . 8 21 . 2 

55 . 3 82.7 27. 4 

49 . 0 82 . 6 33 . 6 

42 . 6 82 . 5 39 . 9 

37 .1 82 . 5 45 . 4 

32 . 4 82 . 4 50 . 0 

29 . 5 82 . 3 52. 8 

Pressure in radiometer·, 

Condenser Charge 

Observed Corrected 
v-

0 . 28 o.oo 
0 . 31 o.os 
0 . 46 0 . 18 

0 .• 68 0 .40 

0 . 95 o.ea 
1 . 30 1 .02 

1 . 69 1. 41 

2 . 04 1..7'6 

2 . 40 

2. '79 2 .51 

3 . 12 2.84 

3 . 40 

3.62 
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condenser potentials for a 0.28 volt charge accumulated in 

60 seconds as a result of stray radiation reaching the tube 

through light leaks in the housing. These leaks were sub

sequently covered before taking sensitivity data. 

In preparing to take data for the phototubo sensitiv.l~ 

curve the mercury arc lamp was operated for two hours prior 

to the actual recording of data. Operations were scheduled 

for late night hours to avoid sudden changes i n the l ine 

voltage. The current through the mercury lamp was regu

late w1 th a Variac to a fixed value throughout the obser

vation. Data ere recorded in s equence for selected lines 

of the mercury spectrum. After the micrometer mirror con

trol was set, the radiation was a llowed to fall first on 

the radiometer and then on the phototube. The final 

radiometer reading end the condenser charge potential were 

recorded . Zero readings of the radiometer were recorded 

bef ore and after each exposure. This process was per

formed for each wave length selected, and the entire 

sequence was then repeated four times. Additional read

ings were obtained for the mercury lines in the region of 

particular interest. These data are tabulated and sum

marized in Table 5, and the relative sensitivity curve is 

shown in Figure 23 . 

This spectral sensitivity curve agrees quite well 

with that published by the manufacturer for the photo

sensitive surface used in the Type 935 phototube shown 
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Table 5 

TYPE 935 PHOTOTUBE SPECTRAL SENSITIVITY 

Time~ 2147 PDT, Sept. 12, 1950~ to 0300 PDT, Sept . 13, 
1950. Radiometer pressure., 50/· 
Line 

Number: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
Micrometer, 15.98 17.55 18 .24 18.71 19.1.3 19.38 19.52 20.00 

mm: 
Wave 

length A: 5461 4358 3663 3342 3132 3023 2967 2804 

Exposures:
Phototube 1 30 see except 20 sec indicated by asterisk 
Radi ometer, 40 see 

Line Radiometer Scale Reading~ em Condenser Ratio 
No . Zero 

1 84.9 
2 84.7 
3 85.1 
4 85.1 
5 85.3 
6 85 .5 
7 85.6 
8 85 .7 
1 85.9 
2 86.1 
3 86.3 
4 86.3 
5 86.5 
6 86.5 
7 86.9 
8 87.0 
1 87.8 
2 88 .0 
3 aa.o 
4 88.0 
5 88.2 
6 88.3 
7 88.4 
8 88 .5 
1 88.3 
2 88.1 
3 87.7 
4 87.4 

On Beem Zero- Deflection Volts Volts 

42.4 84.7 42.4 2.15 0.0589 
54.0 84.7 30.7 3.21 0.1042 
27.5 
80 .. 6 

85.1 
85.3 

58.6 
4.6 

5.40*
o.8o 

0.1382 
0.174 

60.3 85.3 25.0 4.r7 0.167 
73.2 85 . 5 12.3 2.03 0.165 
79.5 85 .7 6.1 0.97 0.159 
82 . 5 85 .8 3.2 0.49 0.153 
45.5 85.9 40.4 2.01 0.0498 
54 .1 86 .3 32.2 3.37 0.1044 
2?.0 86.3 59.3 5.84* 0.1480 
81 .8 86.5 4.6 0.76 0.165 
60.9 86.5 25.6 4.25 0.165 
74.4 86.7 12.2 2.10 0.172 
80.3 87.0 6.6 1.02 0.155 
83.7 87.2 4.4 0.52 0.118 
44.8 87.9 43.0 2.12 0.0494 
57.3 88 .0 30.7 3.23 0.1082 
30.1 88.0 57.9 5.93* 0.1518 
83.2 88.1 4.8 lel2 0.234 
63.8 88.3 24.4 4.87 0.200 
75.9 88.4 12.4 1.99 0.160 
81.8 88.5 6.6 1.04 0.158 
85.2 88.5 3.3 0.46 0.139 
44.6 88.1 43.6 2.20 0.0505 
52.0 87.8 36.0 3.35 0.0931 
29.2 87.4 58.4 8.20 0.1404 
82 . 8 87.6 4.6 0.84 0 .183 
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Table 5 {Continued) 

Line Radiometer Scale Read1ng 1 em Condenser 
No . on Beam Zero Deflection Volts~-
5 87 .6 62.6 87 .5 25.0 4.19 0.161'] 
6 87 .5 75.4 87.5 12.1 1.97 0.163 
7 87.5 81.0 87.4 6.4 1.04 0.162 
8 87.4 84 .2 87.5 3.2 0.53 0.166 
1 87.5 44.6 87 .3 42.8 2.12 0 .0497 
2 87.3 57 .1 87.4 30.3 3.20 0.1056 
3 87 .4 28.7 87.3 59.7 8 .40 0-.1406 
4 87 •. 3 82 .3 87.3 5.0 o.8o 0.160 
5 87 .3 63.8 87 .3 23.5 3.98 0 . 169 
6 87.3 '75.3 8'7.2 12.0 1.9'7 0.164 
'7 87 . 2 80 .7 87 .3 6.6 1.04 0.158 
8 87.3 84.1 87 .3 3.2 0.53 0.166 
3 88 .6 31.5 88 . 5 57.0 8 . 05 0 .1415 
4 88 .5 83.6 88 . 5 4.9 o.eo 0 ..163 
5 8 8 .5 62.8 88.5 25.7 4.37 0.1'70 
6 88.5 '76.5 88.5 12.0 2.06 0.172 
3 88 . 5 33.0 88 . 4 55 .4 7 . 94 1 . 434 
4 88.4 83.6 88 .5 4.8 0.80 0.167 
5 88 .5 63.7 88 .5 24.8 4.20 0 .169 
6 88.5 '76.5 88.6 12.0 1.95 0.162 
4 88 . 5 84.0 88 . 6 4.6 0 . 84 0 .183 
5 88.6 63.8 88.6 24.8 4.20 0.169 
4 88 . 6 84 .1 88 . 6 4.5 0 . 78 0 .173 
5 88 .6 85.4 88.6 23.3 3.65 0.157 
4 88 . 6 84.0 88 . 6 4.6 0 . 80 0 ..174 
5 88 .6 64~2 88.6 24.4 4.00 0.164 
4 87 •. 2 82 . 5 87.2 4.7 0.80 0.170 
5 86 .1 63.2 85 . 8 22.8 3.86 0.169 
4 87.2 82.5 87 .,_2 4.7 0.81 0.172 
5 85.8 63.2 85 . 8 22.6 3.87 0.171 
4 87.2 82 . 5 87 . 0 4.6 0 .•81 0.176 
5 85.8 63.0 85 ..8 22.8 3.88 0.170 
4 86 . 9 82 .0 86 . '7 4 ..8 0.82 0 .171 
5 85.'7 62.9 85.7 22.8 3.96 0.174 
4 86 .9 82 .0 86 .7 4.8 0.81 0 .169 
5 85 .7 63.0 85 .6 22.6 5.84 0.170 
4 86 .5 81 . 8 86 . 5 4.7 0 .•81 0.172 
5 85.6 63.0 65.6 22.6 3.83 0.169 
4 86 .5 81 . 7 66 .3 4.7 0 ..65 0 .181 

- Ratios above are reduced to a 30 see eharging interval 
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!able 5 (Concluded} 

SUMMARY 

Line 
1!2· 

i'"Ja.ve Length
! 

lTumber of 
Observations 

·· Average Ratio 
Volts/em 

Relative 
Sensi t1v1ty 

1 5461 5 o.oso 29% 
2 4358 5 0-.103 59 

3 3663 7 0 . 143 8 2 

4 3342 18 0 . 175 100 

5 3132 16 0.170 96 

6 3023 7 0 . 165 94 

7 2967 5 Oal58 90 

8 2804 5 O.l.48 85 
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in Figure 9 above . 

It was first thought that perhaps the field type 

instrument could be calibrated by comparison ith results 

obtained using the monochromator, making a series of 

alternate o~ervations with the two 1nstrucents receiving 

_solar rad.1 tion on a cloudless day . A heliostat was con

structed to direct the .sol ·ar beam along an axis parallel 

to the polar axis of the earth and thence through a m1rro:r 

sys tam into the monochromator . Preliminary estimates f'rom 

solar energy and atmospheric transmission curves (e. p . 2) 

indicated that the intensity at 3110A ould be at best 

about one-tenth that at 3300A1 so it was expected that 

internal reflections 1n the monochromator and drift in the. 

current measuring system might introduce appreciable 

errors. Moreover • 1 t was found that considerable develop• 

ment would be required in the he~ostat to hold the beam 

steady enough for an extended series of observations. 

Therefore, it was decided that this comparison would be 

conducted using a. carbon arc light source. 

For the calibration compar1:Jon the light from a 

carbon arc was collimated by a fused quartz lens of 20 em 

focal length and reflected by an aluminized first-surface 

mirror adjustable to cast the beam into either the mono

chromator or the field type instrument . The arrangement 

of equipment is shown in Figure 24 . Stops w~re arranged 

to hold the mirror adjusting handle at correct positions 
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Figure 24 
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to reflect the beam into one instrument or t he other . 

The entrance of the monochromator as covered Mith a 

piece of No . 9863 Red Purple Corex A filter glass to reduc& 

stray reflections of unwanted visible radiation inside the 

instrument . Transmission data for this filter were ob

to.ined on o. Beckman Q.uartz Spectrophotometer and are given 

in Table 6. These data are plotted in the graph of 

Figure 25 1 which corroborates the manufacturer's curve or 

Figure s. From tm data given in Table 6 it is evident 

that since slightly less energy is transmitted by the 

filter at 3110A than at 3300A the ratio of intensity at 

3110A to that at 3300A determined with the monochromator 

should be multiplied by 1 . 032 to determine the ratio of 

intensities at these wave lengths incident on the glass 

filter . 

The data obtained from the series of observations 

with the two instruments on the carbon are source are 

given in Table 6 . The elocltwork feed mechanism for the 

arc carbons was adjusted until the unsteadiness of the 

arc was m1nimized 1 and then observations were made alter

nately with the two instruments. Vlith the external mirror 

directing the . radiation into the monochromator 1 the 

micrometer control on the internal mirror was adjusted so 

that the phototube received through tb.e exit slit radia

tion at either 3110A or 3300A. The switches were then 

manipulated first to discharge the condenser and next to 
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Table 6 

TRANSMISSION OF #9863 RED PURPLE COREX A GLASS FILTER 

Data obtained on Beckman ~uartz Spectrophotometer 

\ ave lengtb. Transmission 
(~) <%) 

311 83.4 

330 86.1 

360 83.8 

380 68.6 

390 45.3 

400 18.5 

420 1.31 

440 0.40 

460 0.28 

500 o.oo 
600 o.oo 
625 o.oo 
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charge 1t wlth the pbototube current for 60 seconds as 

timed w1 th a stop watch. During this period a "zerott. 

potentiometer scale reading was obtained by adjusting the 

potentioneter for triggering of the Eccles-Jordan circuit 

vmile the electrometer input remained short- circuited by a 

switch. Then the electrometer input circuit as opened 

and the charged condenser switched to 1t so that a new 

adjustment of the linear potentiometer supplying the 

balancing potentie.J.. could be made . Instead of using volt

meter mensurements of the balancing potentials as mode 

previously in obtaining the phototube sensitivity curve , 

the scale reading for this setting of the linear poten

tiometer is recorded as R or Rr • After d1 scha.rging the 

condenser and readjusting the internal mirror control this 

process was repeated to obtain a potentiometer scale read

ing at the other wave length. 

It being necessary to mit 60 seconds for adequate 

charge to be accumul.a.ted by the condenser, variations in 

the position and consistency of the carbons ere expected 

to render successive observations at the two wave lengths 

ith the monochromator not strictly comparable . This is a 

def ect to wbieh the field type instrument is not subject, 

for its condensers are charged simultaneously so that a 

rise or fall of the arc 1ntens1ty or slight changes in 

tbe arc position could be assumed to affect equally both 

emergent beams end hence both condenser potentials . 
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However, a change in the color temperature of the arc 

would af.fect the strength of the $mergent beams differently 

and produce a change in the ratio of ~eeorded dial readings 

on the field t)'Pe instrument. This is borne out by exam

ination of the results shown in Table. 7. 

In order to minimize the e.ffects of changes in the 

arc on the average ratio of 1ntens1 ties during a series of 

observations with the monochromator it was decided to 

reverse the order of observing the two wave lengths in 

successive monochromator observations. 

The average ratio of readings, R/R•, indicated by the 

monochromator is o.ss, which must be multiplied by the 

f ilter !'actor of 1.032 stated above. b y a factor of 1 .23 

to allow for the 6 . 95 A wide emergent beam at 3110A com

pared to the 8.55 A wide beam at 3300A, and by a re.ctor o.f 

1 .04 to allow for the lower phototube sensitivity at 

3llOA than at 3300A as shown 1n the graph of Figure 23 

above. Hence the ratio o.f intensities, I/I', for the 

earbon arc computed from the monochromator data is 0.741 . 

The average ratio of 5.2? for R/R' obtained with the 

field type instrument must be multiplied by a filter fac

t or of 1 . 032, an emergent band width ratio of 1.30, an 

approximate phototube sensitivity factor of 1 . 04, end a 

condenser factor of 0 . 106 to allow for the actual ratio 

of eapac1tanees of' tb.e two condensers used. Tbi s yields 

an approximate value f'or I/I' of' 0.??9, wb.ieh eomparea 
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Table 7 

COMPARISON OF FIELD 'lYPE INSTRUMENT OBSERVATIONS WITH 
MONOCHROMATOR OBSERVATIONS ON CARBON ARC 

Monochromator Field e Instrument 
Linear Potentiometer Scale Readings nur- . Divi- · 
3ll0A S300A Zero R Rt R/R' ation sions 

sec 3110A 3300A R/R' 

9 . 6* 11.4 6 . 1 3.5 5 . 3 0.66 15 54 . 1 10. 0 5.41 
0 . 2 11.5* 6 . 1 3 . 1 5. 4 0 . 57 15 50 . 2 10.0 5.02 
9 . 5* 12.7 6 . 1 3 .4 6.6 0 . 52 10 49 . 8 10.0 4.98 
9 . 4 14.4* 6 .1 3 . 3 8 ..3 0 . 40 

(Arc went out and wa.s restarted) 
8 . 8* 11 . 3 6.1 2. 7 5 . 2 0 . 52 10 50 . 0 10 . 0 5 .00 
8 . 6 10 .9~~ 6 .1 2 . 5 4 . 8 0 . 52 10 55.1 10.0 5 .51 
8 . 9* 11.0 6 .1 2.8 4 . 9 0 . 57 10 52.2 10 . 0 5 .22 
9 . 3 11 . 5~~ 6 . 1 3 . 2 5 . 4 0.57 10 54.5 10 . 0 5.45 
9 .•9* 13.3 6 .1 3 . 8 7 . 2 0 . 53 

(Arc went out and was restarted) 
8 . 9 11.9* 6 .1 2 . 8 5..8 0 . 48 10 51 . 1 10. 0 5.11 
8 . 4* 10.2 6.1 2 . 3 4 .1 0 . 56 10 57.3 10.0 5.73 
9 . 2 10 . 9* 6 .1 3 . 1 4 . 8 0 . 65 10 52.8 10.0 5.28 
9 .1~ 10.9 6 . 1 3.0 4 . 8 0 . 62 10 53.4 10 ..0 5.34 
9 . 6 11.8·:: 6 . 1 3 . 5 5.7 0 . 62 10 53.6 10.0 5.36 
9 . 8~'f> 12 . 7 6 . 1 3 . 7 6 . 6 0 . 56 10 50.9 10.0 5.09 

10.1 13 . 1·:~ 6 .1 4/0 7.0 0.57 

Average 0 . 56 Average 5 .27 
standard deviation :±. 0.06 standard 

( ± 10 . 7%) deviation ±0.21 
{±4.<$ 

~~sterisk designates the first reading taken on each l ine. 
Readings with the field type instrument on each line were 
always taken last . 
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quite favorably with the monochromator result. Thia value 

is approximate, however, since the phototube sensitivity 

factor was taken for a single Type 935 phototube and 

neglects variations in spe-ctral and over-all sensitivity 

among individu~l phototubes of this type or variations or 

sensitivity that occur over the cathode of an individual 

phototube wbieh must be taken into account when the tube 

is arbitrarily positioned so that the emergent beam strikes 

a particular portion of the cathode. 

III . Est~ated Aoctir~Cl 

The phototube dark currents, measured by charging tb.e 

condensers for three minutes while the entrance slit \Vas 

masl{ed, are approximately 3 x lo-12 pere compared to 

phototube currents in excess of lo-9 ampere during obser

vations on the sun. The condenser leakage currents are 

less than the phototube dark currents. Scattered light 

does not contribute to appreciable .deViations from a 

.straight line in log (R/R') versus secant Z when secant Z 

is less than 3.5. .It is estimated that the errors from 

all sources when reasonable care is taken in manipulating 

the controls ill be such as to contribute errors of: les.s 

th~.tl 5% in the computed total ozone. 
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OBSERVATIONS 

Observations we:re made at Corvallis, oregon, on all 

days the solar disc was visible trom September 11, 1951, 

to March Zl , 1952. Declination and equation or time were 

obtained from the solatt ephemeris (34). '!'he value of 

seeant Z waa computed as the reciprocal of cosine Z from 

Equation (19) above . Total ozone amount .x was then com

puted from Equation 57 above with {!3-,.5 ') substituted f or 

(7- '/ )mo and x substituted for Xo: 

log R/R' = log(Ro/RJ>-.cra- a'>- ~-A'gxseeZ (20)
X 

Hence: 

X : log(R0 /R6) - log (R/R') - ~-,A'> (21 )
(a- tl')seoz ra:a;r 

From the serial observations described above log {Ro/R&> 
' is 0 . 854. om Figure 2 above (Cl-a'} is stimated as 1.1:8 

by averaging the values on the curve at 1nterve.ls of 0 . 2 A 

in the bands 7 . 7 A and 10. 0 A wide, respectively, at 3110A 

and 3300A. om Fi gure 1 above {;1~ 
I 

) is read as 0 .oao 

from the curve plotted according to Dobsont s experimental 

data. Hence Equation 21 becomes 

x : 0 . 854 - log(R/R') - 0 . 068 (22)
1 .18 secZ 

'rhe results of these observations are sho1om in Tabl e 

8 and in Figure 26 . 

http:1nterve.ls
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Tab~e 8 

OZONE OBSERVATIONS AT CORVALLIS~ OREGON 

De.te Time Secant S Dial Readings Ozone 
(PST) R R' em, ST:P 

1951 
sept . ~1 

11 
1021:25 
1337:20 

1.455 
1.397 

67.9 
74.4 

30.0 
30.0 

0.223 
0 .211 

11 1549:4'7 2.183 40 .9 30.0 0.211 
11 1647:00 3.255 48.1 87.3 0.223 
17 0852:00 2.010 42.4 30.0 0.229 
17 1109:48 1.391 71.6 30.0 0.222 
17 1219:34 1.351 69.6 30.0 0.240 
17 1420:15 1.605 62.2 30.0 0.206 
17 1640a00 3.400 39.13 97.3 0.211 
18 0858:40 1.965 48.7 30.0 0.209 
18 1026:50 1.495 69.7 30.0 0.209 
l8 1233:32 1.359 70..8 50..0 0 .232 
18 1509:05 1.915 45.9 30.0 0.228 
22 ~514:03 2.060 44.1 30.0 0.223 
24 1442:26 1.835 51.4 3:).0 0.221 
25 1458:31 1.875 43.5 oo.o 0-.229 
2G 1232:30 1.793 62.9 30.0 0.184 
27 1331:32 1.560 62.8 30.0 0.221 
'i!1 1513:48 2.170 44.1 30.0 0.200 

Oct . 4 1621:09 4.005 32.2 87 .3 0.204 
5 1124:45 1.555 62.6 30.0 0.223 
6 1020:25 1.725 55.7 30.0 0.219 
6 1209:53 1.544 62.1 30.0 0.227 
6 1546:53 3.055 54.• 6 87.3 0.227 
7 1229:38 1.568 56.4 30.0 0 •. 246 
8 1342 .:19 1.760 47 . 2 30. 0 0.249 
9 1514:34 2.545 74.0 87 .3 0.239 

11 1355:17 1.873 43.0 30.0 0.247 
13 1226:22 1 .649 56.2 30.0 0.230 
13 1432:30 2 .175 74.0 60 . 0 0 .229 
15 1406:58 2.025 37.2 30.0 0.250 
16 1411:30 2.080 73.9 60.0 0.242 
17 1111:59 1.735 48.0 30.0 0.250 
19 1343:49 1.968 45.3 30.0 0 .226 
00 1121:40 1.762 43.3 30.0 0 .266 
a> 1441:09 2.375 77 . 6 8 17.3 0 . 256 
24 1123:19 2.230 37.8 30.0 0.218 
24 1358:48 2.180 84.5 87 .3 0 .. 269 
25 1218:14 1.827 72.9 50.0 0.252 
26 1158:36 1 . 840 76 .1 50 . 0 0 .241 
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Table 8 (Continued) 

Date Time Secant S Dial Readings Ozone 
(PST) R R' em, SJ!P 

Oct . 27 1311:00 2.055 60.8 60.0 0.249 
28 1349:31 2.218 59.4 50.0 0.230 
29 1247:15 1.945 65..0 50 ..0 0 .254 
30 1209:00 1.910 74 •. 2 50.0 0.235 

Nov . 1 1219:03 1.954 79.7 50.0 0.214 
4 1225:12 2.020 76.1 50 ..0 0.214 
5 1208tl2 2.020 73.4 50 ..0 0.220 
7 1253:03 2.135 58.5 50.0 0.243 

12 1346:40 2.558 77.0 87.3 0.232 
14 1138:33 2.185 61.3 50.0 0.229 
16 1338:42 2.590 68.7 70.0 0.207 
17 1341:38 2.645 76.4 87.3 0.224 
20 1328:00 2 ..612 52.9 87 .3 0.280 
22 1214:10 2.380 71.3 87.3 0.264 
26 1305:40 2.530 61.8 87 .3 0.268 

Dec. 1 1218:18 2.561 64.6 87.3 0.257 
5 1151:40 2.560 59.2 87.3 0.271 
5 1242:11 2.618 55.8 87.3 0.271 
6 1252:14 2.620 48. 5 87 .3 0 .290 
7 1257:17 2.705 61.8 87.3 0.246 
9 1308:38 2.864 59.3 87.3 0.234 
9 1417:42 3.598 37 ..4 87.3 0.220 

10 1323:35 2 ...890 63.2 87 .3 0.223 
16 1316:08 2.859 59 .. 1 87.-3 0.255 
18 l.339:45 3.065 51.9 87.3 0~230 
19 1246t36 2.733 79.4 87.3 0.209 
31 1410:42 3.345 75.0 87.3 0.165 

1952 
Jan. 2 1232:45 2.625 66.2 87 .3 0.248 

3 1304:50 2.700 53.1 87.3 0.267 
4 1258:34 2.675 64.1 87 .3 0.245 
8 1225:36 2.545 45.6 87.3 0.310 

10 1.313::28 2.630 52.5 87 ..3 0 ..278 
11 1300:13 2.570 42.8 87.3 0 ..312 
12 1418:25 3.165 31.4 87 .3 0.279 
15 1313:42 2.539 41.5 87.3 0 .325 
17 1255:31 2.825 63.5 87 .3 0 ...229 
22 1259:45 2 ..345 62.3 87 .3 0.293 
24 1936:49 3 ..014 47.5 8'7.3 0 ..246 
30 1302:40 2.190 84 .5 87 .3 0 .. 267 

Feb.. 4 1136:20 2.135 83.2 87.3 0 .2'78 
4 1228:25 2.055 83 .2 ao .o 0.277 
5 1201:22 2 •. 055 84.1 ao .o 0.277 
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T b1e 8 (Continued) 

nate Time Secant S Dial Readings ozone 
(PST) R Rt em, STP 

Feb ~ 5 1246:00 2.048 84.1 so.o 0.276 
6 1248:49 2.008 70.2 70.0 0.292 
7 1214:10 2.008 81.2 87.3 0.293 
7 1310:52 23053 75.7 8!7.3 0.310 
7 1359:10 2.260 66 .. 7 87.3 0.299 
7 1428:18 2.5'75 55.9 87.3 0.277 
7 1501:39 2.858 39.7 87.3 0.283 
8 1213:58 1.990 83.3 87.3 0.304 
9 1318:52 2.034 75.7 87.3 0.313 

10 1257:12 1.9(59 78.8 70.0 0.277 
10 1426:12 2.365 72.8 87.3 0._266 
12 1246:30 1.912 82.5 80.0 0.305 
12 1321:18 2.055 83.7 8'7.3 0 .. 277 
19 1214:52 1.793 68.1 70.0 0.341 
19 1346:39 2.108 76.5 87.3 0.298 
21 1206:13 1.790 86.2 87.3 0.337 
21 1246:18 1.762 86 .3 87.3 0.344 
21 1444:03 2.225 59.3 87.3 0.321 
23 1420:16 2.045 78.4 87.3 0 ..306 
24 1400:34 1.892 71~0 60.0 0.283 
26 1358:07 1.869 68.2 60.0 0.294 
28 1315:32 1.714 '77.0 60.0 0.301 
~ 1253:15 1.653 67 .0 60.0 0.346 

1 ar. 3 1303:18 1.626 77.7 60.0 0.518 
4 1417:33 1.818 74.3 70 ..0 0.318 
6 1333:15 1.629 74.3 60.0 0.328 
7 1119:42 1.610 79.7 60.0 0.317 
8 0958:18 1.941 66.8 60.0 0.284 
9 1520:00 2.180 49.3 60.0 0.297 

10 1231:23 1.509 77..0 60.0 0.,351 
11 1251:31 1.509 83.9 60.0 0 .329 
15 1218:04 1.450 76.0 60.0 0.372 
16 1236:41 1.441 74.6 50.0 0.323 
20 1317:05 1.. 464 69.8 50.0 0.342 
21 ll43a10 1.411 75c;5 50.0 0.337 
22 0846~43 2.290 59.3 87.3 0.310 
22 0938:13 1.809 '77.6 70.0 0.311 
22 1051:42 1.493 75.9 50.0 0.314 
22 1210:54 1.384 83..0 50.0 0.320 
22 1436:34 1.666 78 .. 6 60.0 0.307 
22 1555:03 2.315 63.1 87.3 0.296 
22 1637:08 3.135 38.4 87.5 0.260 
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Table 8 (Concluded) 

Date Time 
(PST) 

Secant S Dial 
R 

Readings 
R' 

ozone 
em, grp 

ar. 26 
28 
26 
rzl 

1325:22 
1537:55 
l639t26 
1252:55 

1.407 
2.040 
3-.040 
1 .358 

80.3 
85.6 
46.6 
76tt4 

40,.0 
60 .0 
87~3 
40,.0 

0.265 
0 . 270 
0,.246 
0,.290 

Although values of total oaone are given to tb.e cus

tomary three fig~es, it is believed that only the first 

two figures are significant (22, p.l36). 
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ANALYSIS OF OBSERVATIONS 

The ozone observations published by Dobson in 1930 

(16, pp.4ll-433) were obtained during 1925-29 in different 

parts of the world at different latitudes t~om Chris~h, 

New Zealand, ( 440S) to Abisko, Sweden, (680N). From these 

Dobson concluded that t he average total ozone is eatest 

at high latitudes and that throughout tbe year at any 

station there is a fall minimum and a. spring maximum in 

the monthly averages. Craig has summarized all of the 

published observations available prior to september, 1950 

(10, pp.42-44}. In general Dobson's conclusions regarding 

the latitudinal distribution and the seasonal variation of 

total ozone are confirmed 1n this summary. 

Dobson and Htn-rison showed that tb.e day to day 

fluctuations of total ozone are related to the distribution 

of atmospheric pressure and that hence ozone can be con

sidered a meteorolog1.cal variable (13, pp.660-693). More 

recently Doba:> n , Brewer, and Owilong have reported rising 

ozone values near fronts and at the times o:f thunderstorms 

(18, pp.l58-l66). 

A significant positive correlation between ozone a.nc1 

temperature in the stratosphere was obtained in 1937 by 

l eatham (30, pp.289•307) in a study necessarily limited by 

tb.e locations of upper air sounding stations. He used 41 

sets of ozone data at Oxford, England~ paired with 
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stratosphere temperatures and pressures obtained by 1nter

polat1..on between the Kew and Sealand soundings together 

with 30 seta of ozone data at Arosa palred with strato

sphere temperatures and pressures obtained by interpola

tion between the Munich end Pavia soundJ.ngs. More recently 

Frits and Stevens bave show.n that during 1948-49 there aa 

usually a positive correlation each month between the 

total ozone and the temperature at 100 mb at washingtoD., 

D. c •• but tnat it was variable and even became negative 

occasionally (22, pp.l42•146) . A similar effect 1s in

dicated in a three month period late 1n 1950 Nported by 

Normand (36, pp.475•477), who ha& eompared the daily- ozone 

variat1.ons at Oxford, Camborne. end Downbam arket vr1 tb. 

. the temperature at 150 mb at OXford. He finds one period 

of high correlation and a second period of low correlation. 

Because of the lat1tudinal variation in total czone 

it was early inferred that high ozone was observed in a1r 

currents coming from high..er latitudes and low ozone from 

lower latitudes. G.otz says, "Every veteran observer of 

ozone has long been familiar with the tact that 1nvas1ona 

of arctic a1r extending to high altitudes are accompanied 

by an increase 1n ozone amount 1 whereas the ozone amount 

is slight in the case of European anticyclones composed or 
air of southern origin" (291 p.285). Tbe difficulty of 

early verification of thi hypothesis arose from the lack 

of a dense and extensive network of upper air sounding 
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stations reaching sufficiontly high altitudes to obtain 

routine data on the basis of which trajectories of the air 

in the ozonosphere could be drawn. Hence the literature 

contains no report of such verification earlier than tbe 

study reported in 1944 by Decker~ Mook ~ end Smith (11, 

pp.255-256). In thia paper four trajectories were dram 

for air at 23 km arriving at New York, N. Y. at the times 

of tbe ozone maxima of December 22 and 30, 1943, and 

minima of December 18 and 27, 1943. In these eases it 

appeared that for at least two days prior the ail' was 
) 

approaching New York from higher latitudes 1n the cases ot 

the maxima and f'rom ·lower lat1tudes in the cases of the 

minima. Moser (32, pp.28-37) conducted a s1~lar sbcrt 

period study or trajectories or air at high levels r~ach

ing European ozone stations at the times ot ozone maxima 

or minima 1n 1942 and found the aame relation betwee~ total 

ozone and high level flow. All of the early studies suf

fered from a common deficiency, lack of enough high level 

sounding data to construct reliable charts for the deter

mination of trajectories. Decker, Mook, and Smith con

sidered that the maximum ozone concentration had been 

located in the neighborhood of -23 km (B~ p.604)• and they 

decided to construct .trajectories at that level by extra

polation of the upper air soundings on the assumption of 

an isothermal stratosphere. Moser used the data available 

at the standard levels of 5, 11, and 16 km and accepted 
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11 km as giving tbe best trajectories. Neither of these 

techniques is entirely satisfactory, the former because of 

our present knowledge based on frequent routine observa

tions of increasing temperature in what was once considered 

an isothermal stratosphere and the latter because the 11 km 

level is below nearly all the ozone according to free 

balloon measurements by Regener (45, pp.642-670; 46, 

pp.276-277) and Coblentz and Stair {6, pp.l-6) and accord

ing to rocket soundings by Johnson, Purcell, and Tonsey 

(27, pp.592~593). 

Reed, who studied the increase of ozone during 

February 16-191 1941, at New York , N. Y., bas concluded 

from a study of the 10, 13, and 16 km charts that large 

lncr·eases in total ozone are accompanied by both advection 

from high latitudes and subsidence between 10 and 20 km 

(42, pp.49-56). In explaining the subnormal ozone amount 

at New York during April 15-21, 1941, b.e found it necessCQ7 

to assume the latitudinal. distribution of ozone at that 

time in order to arrive nt the portion of the departvre 

from normal which would be attributed to vertical motion 

(42, pp.99-l00). He concluded from calculations on the 

vertical motion effect that "vertice.l motions account for 

at llOst one third of the range, and the remainder must 

presumably be produced by horizontal advect1onn (43, 

p.265). It is unfortunate that Reed was obliged to assume 

values of the total ozone at previous positiona of the 
" . 
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air considered to have arrived at Ne 'I York at the times ot 

ozone observations. Taking th.e mean value for the latitude 

from which the air came is at best an ·expedient since 

ozone 1n the lower stratosphere regions covered(l0-20 km) 

does not quickly readjust photoehemieally as a result of 

migra.t1c>ns to different latitudes (58, p .20l). Until a 

network of ozone observing stations is installed~ all such 

studies will be hampex-ed by the lack of adequate coverage 

of the areas now open to study by upper air soundings. 

Another difficulty that confronted Reed was the laek in 

1941 of upper air soundings over Canstla (42, p.55). This 

is no longer the case; the network of :rBdiosonde stations 

now includes stations in Canada, the Arctic, Alaska, and 

both the Atlantic and Pacific oceans. Devel.opments 1n 

equipment al.so assure higher balloon flights and wind 

velocities above cloud bases (49~ pp.403-405). 

Prior to the present rt"esearch there had been pub

lished no ozone data on the Pac1fic Coast except the 

period August, 1928~ through August$ 1929, at Table Moun

tain, California, {340N), (16., p.413) and Pasadena, Cal

1fornia,. (350N), (57, pp.463-464} •. 

Monthly averages of observed total ozone in the 

period September, 1.951, tbrough March~ 1952, at Corvallis, 

oregon, were computed and are shown 1n Table 9 end Figure 

27. For purposes or qualitative comparison the monthly 

averages for ~927-28 $.t lfaraeilles, France1 (at 
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Table 9 

T<1l'AL OZONE AT CORVALLIS, OREGON 

Month Number of Average Ozone 
1951- 52 Observe.tiona em at ~p 

September 

october 

November 

Deeeui)er 

January 

Februa.ry 

r, arch 

8 

20 

11 

10 

12 

15 

15 

0 . 210 

0 . 241 

0 . 235 

0 . 236 

0 . 275 

0 . 304 

0 . 320 

http:Februa.ry
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substantial.ly the same lat1tude) ar·e also plotted in 

F i gUI"& 27 (1., pp.l22:9-1230; 2, pp.647-64B) • 

In order to study the high level advection., cho.rts 

were pr-&pared for the 100 mb surface from reports of the· 

1500 GOT daily observation from stations in Alaska, the 

Pa.c1t1c Ocean, Canada, and th-e United s tates (12} :tor each 

day during December_. 19511 through March, 1952. Byers 

(3, pp.62l-623) describes the properties or this t .ype ot 

chart. 

The 100 mb level was s ele.cted as being high enough 

(about 16 km) for the circulation to be repre-sentative of 

that tbPoughout the lo er layers or ozone-bearing upper 

atmosph&re. Tb.e only higher fixed 1so:bwic .surface for 

which data are available in the t-ad1osonde reports is the 

50 mb (about 21 km) .surface,. but during the winter months 

it was found that at many stations the soundings were 

terminated before reaebing that surface. Hence the 100 mb 

surface was accepted as the best avs.ilo.ble for analysis ot 

atxoospherie circulation whieh 1s representative or the 

lower ozonosphere. 

From these charts the trajectories were constructed 

for a.ir at 100 mb erriving over the station &n certain daya 

se1ected as being those of pronounced m:U1ma end minima of 

total ozone. These trajectories were eonstrueted according 

to the method eormnonly emp~oyed b y meteorologists and 

described by Pet.terssen (40. pp.221•223).. The wind speeds 

http:substantial.ly
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used were obtat ned from the sp cing of the 200 ft. contours 

on the 100 mb surface# actual values being obtained con

veniently from the nomogram designed by Bellamy (3, p.621) . 

The actual trajectories are shown in Figures 28 and 29. 

Table lOa gives the positions two days earlier for the 

air which was over Corvallis at 100 mb on the days of the 

various ozone minima. Table lOb gives the positions two 

days earlier for the air hich arrived over Corvallis at 

l.OO mb on the days of the various ozone maxima. It mould 

be observed that the sparseness of upper air data over the 

North Pacific Ocean renders this type of study difficult. 

Moreover, the upper air soundings made at 1500 GCT occur 

about five hours prior to the average time o~ ozone obser

vations. at Corvallis, oregon, introducing a further minor 

element of doubt into the comparison of total ozone and 

the upper air trajectories. The average latitude' of the 

air at 100 mb two days previous is 470N for minima and 

580N for maxima. This is in substantial agreement with 

the work of oker, Mock, and Smith, and of Moser . 

Examples of the flow in the upper atm?sphere asso

ciated with a maximum and a minimum of ozone are given in 

Figures 30 and 31, which are the contour charts for 100 mb 

on February 5, 1952, and February 29, 1952. 

In the present study the temperature at 100 mb has 

been compared with the total ozone at Corvallis. Sinee 

there is no upper air sounding station closer than 
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Table 10 

OZONE VARIATIONS AT OORV.ALLIS, OREGON* 

a.) Ozone Minima 

Dat• Total Pot..S.tion of air at 100 mb 
1951- 1952 ozone 1500 GCT 2 days previous 

em Latitude Lons1tude 

Dec. 10 
19 
31 

Jan . 4 
10 
1.2 
17 

Feb. 5 
10 
24 

Mer. a 
26 

Averages 

Dec . 6 
Jan . 8 

11 
15 
22 

Feb . 21 
29 

Mar. 6 
10 
15 
20 

Averages 

0 . 223 
0 . 209 
0.165 
0 . 245 
0 . 278 
0.279 
0.229 
0 . 276 
0 . 277 
0 . 283 
0 . 284 
0.265 

0 . 251 

b) 

0 . 290 
0 . 310 
0 . 312 
0.3.25 
0 . 293 
0 . 344 
0 . ;346 
0.328 
0.351 
0.372 
0 . 342 

0.328 

Ozone 

36°N 
350N 
520N 
500~f 
480N 
560N 
650N 
370N 
430N 
52°N 
470N 
460N 

47°N 

1-tax.ima 

500N 
55°N 
640N 
680N 
650N 
530N 
600N 
600N 
540N 
550N 
51°N 

580N 

l630W 
lSOOW 
177ow 
177°V/
1780E 
1'76<>E 
16l'0W 
1550\7 
l400W 
l5l0W 
160°W 
l53°'V 

1650W 

l670W 
1730E 
165°8 
1700E 
155°W 
131ow 
1370W 
1230W 
l47ow 
12oow 
1soow 

1ssow 



100 MILLIBAR CHART 
February 5, 1952 

1500 GCT 
TOTAL OZONE: . 0.276 em 
(Contours are labeled 1n 

thousands of feet.) 

Figure 30 <D .... 
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Hedfc.Pd, oregon# and Seattle, v.a.sbington,. tomperature.s over 

Corva.ll. the 100 mb1s were determined by interpolation on 

chart . These temperatures are given Ln Table· 11 ·for aJ.l. 

the dates on which ozone observations were made. The aver

age ozone amount has been determined foi' each of seven 

tempel'ature intervals . The~;u9 results are shown in Table 12 

and are plotted in ·F:tgure 32. The re~ession curve in 

Fi gure 32 was computed from the ent1I'e body of paired tem

peratures and ozone values and bas the equat~on x • 

0.0053 T + 0.571. Analysis of all values of total ozone and 

corresponding temperatures at 100 mb disclosed a correla

tion coefficient of 0.58 for ttd.s series., In comparison, 

Meethatn's correlation eoe:fficient was 0.59 fo'P total ozone 

and temperatures at 18 km at OXford, Engl.and, and Aroaa, 

SWitzerland. 

Correlation coeffie:ie.nts for ozone and 100 mb tem

perature at Corvallis , Oregon, during months in which te.n 

or more corresponding observations were made in 1951~52 

are: 0.25 in October, 0 .95 1n N-ovember, 0.43 in December, 

0 •. 72 in Jailua.:ey-, 0 . 60 in February, and 0 ,.72 in March. 

These values show ~ar1ab1lity similar to tha~ observed at 

Washington, D. C.# b y Fritz and Stevens • 

It should be noted that the stratosphere temperat\ll'es 

used by Meetham were obtained by interpolation between Kew 

and sealand sounding_s for comparison w1 th ozone at Oxford 

and by interpolation between Pavia and Munieh soundings 

http:Hedfc.Pd
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Table 11 

AIR TEMPERATURE AT 100 MILLIBARS 

Time: 1500 GCT Dates~ 1951-52 

Date Temp. Date Temp. Date Temp.
oc oc oc 

Sept. 11 -63 Dee. 1 •53 Mar. 3 :..54 
17 -62 5 -51 4 -54 
18 -63 6 -so 6 -53 
22 -60 '1 -54 7 -59 
24 -62 9 -60 8 -57 
25 -59 10 -63 9 -58 
26 -63 16 •59 10 -54 
27 -62 . 18 -54 ll -52 

Oet. 4 •63 19 -54 15 -54 
5 -58 31 •55 16 -55 
6 -&l Jan. 2 -59 20 -52 
7 •62 3 -56 21 - 58 
8 -63 4 -55 22 -59 
9 -62 8 -52 26 -64 

11 -57 10 •53 27 -62 
13 -61 11 -47 
15 •61 12 -so 
16 •56 15 -48 
17 -57 17 -56 
19 -67 22 -55 
20 -67 24 -58 
24 -54 30 -59 
25 -57 F•b,. 4 -55 
26 -64 5 -55 
2'7 -64 6 -55 
28 -65 7 -55 
29 -63 8 -55 
30 -63 9 -56 

Nov. 1 -65 10 -55 
4 -67 12 .-51 
5 -6$ 19 -4'7 
7 -eo 21 -49 

12 -64 23 -52 
14 ·60 24 -51 
16 ·65 26 ·60 
17 -62 28 -53 
20 -50 29 -53 
22 '-56 
26 -55 
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Tab~e 12 

100 mb Temperature) oo 
Renge ltediW! 

Number of 
Observations 

Average
Ozone, em 

' . 
-47 to ...49 

..so to ...52 

-53 to ....ss 

-56 to -58 

-59 to .....61 

-62 to -64 

-65 to -67 

-48 

-51 

-54 

-57 

-60 

-63 

-66 

4 

8 

24 

12 

15 

19 

7 

0.530 

0.296 

0.276 

0.272 

0 .•237 

0.230 

0.225 
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for comparison w1 th ozone at Arosa. This is the same type 

of interpolation necessitated at Corvallis, since the 

nearest surrounding upper air sounding .stations are 

Medford, Boise, Spokane, seattle, Tatoosh Island, and the 

weather ship at sooN, l;ssow. In contrast_ the correlations 

obtained at i ashington have the advantage that upper air 

soundings were made w1 thin a few miles of the ozone 

station. Moreover, the uppe.r air s.oundings are scheduled 

fo~ 0300 and 1500 GCT (2200 and 1000 EST or 1900 and 0700 

PST). Hence, the aetual time of the upper air soundings at 

washington falls w1 thin the period of high sun most favor

able for ozone observations,. whereas the scheduled time of 

the upper air soundings on tlle Pacific Coast is several 

hours earlier than tb.ia period of high sun at Corvallis 

and precedes the average t.ime of the ozone observations 

reported herein by about five hours. It seems likely that 

lower correlatio.ns wi 1.1 result from any such lack of 

simul.taneity of ozone and upper air observations. 

Although the several trajectories studied in the 

other reaearcbes c~ted above consistently showed increas

ing ozone with advection from hig h latitudes and decreas

ing ozone with advection from low latitudes, the 23 

trajectories studied in the present investigation show 

less consistency while bearing out this general relation. 

The 11 terature appears to contain no report of similar 

studies of mor than a fe trajectories over several days 

http:correlatio.ns
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tor co:mpar1aon. The general rule may well be the result of 

vertical motion or of advection at higher levels that can 

not be studied (22~ p.l46). It may be s1gn1f1cant tb&t the 

standard deviation in latitude of the position two d~s 

previous 1n the case of ozone minima, 8.4 deg., is 

greater than that in the case or ozone maxima, 5.7 deg. 

Perhaps this indicates more meridional flow at bigh levels 

when the to tal ozone i s a minimum. 

According to Reed (42, p.74) day-to-day ozone maxima 

can be explained b y a combination of advection and sub... 

sidence accompanied by horizontal convergence in tb.e 

stratosphere. Conversely, he explains ozone minima by a 

combination or advection and vertical lifting. A prelim

inary test of this hypothesis is facilitated b y the modern 

technique of upper level analysis on isobaric surtaees, 

since non-advective temperature changes in the strato

sphere must be tbe result of vertical mtion- barring non

adiabatic processes such as condensation and radiation. 

The stratosphere being appro.x1mately isothermal, any in

crease of temperature a.t a fixed pressure surface along 

the trajectory must be the result of subsidence and the 

associated adiabatic warming. Similarly, any- decrease of 

temperature at a fixed pressure sur-race along the traject• 

or7 must be the result of lifting and the associated 

adiabatic cooling. 

For the ozone maxima and minima studied in the 
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present analysis the temperatures at 100 mb were deter

mined by interpolation for the air at tbe daily positions 

1n tb.e trajectories of Pigures 28 and 29. These tempera

tures are shown in Table 13 . Missing data are for posi

tions at wbtoh interpolation seemed unreliable because ot 

steep temperature gradients or missing obaerv$tions. 

When only a small cnange in temperature was observed, 

the probable errors of interpolation would preclude 

definite conclusions as to the direction of l'lk)tion. if s:rry, 

·through the 100 mb surface . However • there remain a num

ber of cases in · wb.icb fairly rapid changes occurred. The 

minima of December 10, January 10# January 24., February 24. 

and Maren 26 all are associated with upward flow during 

the preceding two days. The maxima of January 15 and 

March 10 are associated with downward flow tbrougb the 

100mb surface. These eases tend to bear out Reed's 

tnesis. However, the minilnum o£ January 12 seems to hav• 

been preceded by sl.ovt sinking- and the maxima of December 

6, January 22., February 21. February 29 are all associated 

with upward flow twough the 100 mb surf-ace-. Since these 

maxima associated wl th upward flow are also associated 

with trajectories from some of the h1gbeat latitudes 

reached in .Pigure 29 ~ 1t seems that in these cases advec

tion effects dominated and prevented the decrease in ozone 

which 'M:>uld bave been produced by tbe effect& of: upward 

flow and horizontal div.ergence. 
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Table 13 

Date ozone 100 mb Temperature, oc 
1951-52 Cm* Same l Day 2 Days 

ne.z Previous Previous-
Dec. 6 0.290 -so -52 
Dec. 10 0 .223 N -63 -55 
Dec. 31 0.165 N -55 -55 •55 
Jan,., 4 0.245 N -55 -55 
Jan. 8 0.310 •52 -51 •52 
Jan. 10 0.278 N' -53 -50 -51 
Jan. 11 0.312 •47 -46 
Jan . 12 0.279 N -50 -52 -51 
Jan. 15 0.375 -48 -52 
Jan. 17 0.229 N -56 -54 -56 
Jan. 22 0.293 •55 -48 
Jan . 24 0 . 24-6 N ·58 -50 
Feb. 21 0.344 -49 -47 -46 
Feb. 24 0 . 283 N -51 -48 -46 
F eb._ 29 0.346 -53 -47 -50 
Mal". 6 0 .328 -53 -51 -41 
Mar. a 0.284 N -57 -sa 
Mar. 10 0.351 -54 -56 
Mar. 15 0.372 -54 -52 -51 
Mar. 20 0.342 -52 -52 -47 
Mar. 26 0.265 N -64 -61 -53 

*"N" indicates minimum. Other values quoted are mutma. 
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Obaerv tiona of ozone at a single station do not 

suffice for the study of the relation between atmospheric 

motion and ozone changes. A complete understanding of 

this problem awaits establishment of daily ozone observa

tions in an extensive area having a dense network of upper 

air sounding stations. 

The apparatus d escribed herein was developed to 

facilitate tbe establishment of such a network a.t reason

able cost, presumably at weather stations where it would 

be operated by regular station personnel . The data and 

analysis are of a prel1m1nary nature intended to dem~ 

onstrate some of the possible lines of investigation which 

might be followed. 
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APPENDIX

It is instructive to consider cmantitatively the

effect of slit width upon measured values of total ozone.

Considering only the dominant effect of ozone absorp

tion, the energy received at one particular wave length is,

according to Beer's law:

I = I0e-As (1)

where I is the intensity received, I0 Is the intensity of

the incident radiation, A is the absorption coefficient,

and s is the effective thickness of the absorbing layer.

If IQ is independent of wave length In the Interval

used and A varies linearly with wave length, the Intensity

received at any wave length in this interval is

I s I„e-ZTA^C(>-\)7
-o

I (2)

where C Is dA/d> , 7s. Is the specified wave length, and

A0 Is the absorption coefficient at some wave length

Within the band of wave lengths in nuestion, then,

Id = I0e-ZS:o+c^->«>iZs d> (3)

ntegrating over the band from >-*>- to>+^>-

„>„•+*>

jld* = / I0e'Z^o + c<>- >«J7sd>. (4)

VA* -*-4x
-r^o***

4^
<*.-"*.♦*>I0e-^Ao-C >.)sr_£2J

^a-**
(6)
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Io6-(A0-CX0)S

i

Z5T v « - e

-cs

r-cscx0^_cs(^^i (7)

2___ e-/.0s r ^-c^5 ^cA*s (Q)

Expanding the term in brackets using the power series ex

pansion of e* (38 , p.89):

o

M> • JSL e-A0s ^>(c4>s+3^%^^-}] (9)
***>

= I0e-AoS2^>(/^ -#f- + — —- ,) (10)

In -£^— • -A0s -f- in V+ ^J7—+ ~~"5T" / (11)
O

Converting to common (base 10) logarithms where a is #%/&x

log-^^^ » -as + log\t+—~—-+^~-,— ---- (12)
o

The measured average power P received over the instrument

tjperture Is proportional to / Jd"\ , whereas the Incident

power above the atmosphere Is P0. Hence:

ioS p/p0 .-«., +yfrt 6"*^it+ fr-ff^-j (is)
Neglecting the second term on the right is tantamount

to assuming the absorption coefficient to be constant over

the wave length interval used. This would lead to an
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error in the computed total ozone . Consider, as typical 

values, a band 10 ide centered at 3llOA, where G is 

about -0.01/A and a0 is 1 . 25, 0 . 25 em STP ozone, and secz 

to be 4 . The error term ould then be 
4II (z .3 G4t..S)~ (2.3GA/..s)

log + :3! + st - ~- ~ ] 
log L! + 0.0022 + 0 . 000001 J • 
log 1 . 0022 • 0 . 00094 approximately . 

This is less than 0 . 1% of the first term on the right and 

hence may be neglected unless log(P/P0 ) can be determined 

to comparable accuracy . UncertBinty in the actual value 

of total ozone computed from comparison of intensities 

received at two wave lengths using Equation (8) above can 

be determined· by computing the e:ffective absorption 

coefficient 

( 2.3 t;.o""As)z.. ] 
a. s = a'., a - log [ I+ 3! ~--- (14) 

Dividing by s: 
I [ (2.3GA" sf' ]

C( = a', - s log I + 3 r ---- (15) 

Neglecting t he remaining terms of tbe series, the last 

term may be expanded (38 .p . 91): 

,; = _ o.4343 ln [ 1+(2.3 GA)..s)2.____ J111 s (16)~ ~0 3! 
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s1n (2. 3G .<1""i\ a) 2/3 1 a 1, 1ta aqu e d te or 

b.1 ·..- .. power n gleot • T n . a.p -oximat q 

a • CXo - o. 2 A/\2. • (18) 

the ·valu a d e this b co 

·a • 1.2s .... o.0009s (19) 

1d tly tho error term in ~he rpt1on coef'tlci nt 

will contr1bute Uttle to the nation~ 

to 1 o on e fr c b! 1on r con it s a 

1 gQ v u to CX 0 , the a orption eo rt1c1ent 

at e ot t e b • A rou ent r1on 1t ~ 

d tn t ur nta d 1n c ' a- £X' ) 

1 no~ly 1 a t 1dt 1 ft.et ot 

uno rt-dnt,- onl,- 1n cA t otal. ozon b co t to 

1 n by bo ding o. .:::5./..z. s/tl l s · 0.02. 

.t<Or t d wide 

eo ld t.ole at d it 1t et- not t t t that tbe 

v r . ot 0 1 er e out 1 e ut 10 w1~ 

cent r d t 110 • 




